Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch, Inc.

Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 08/29/14
Summary of SIR:
Client disclosed that he had an inappropriate relationship with a YCW in previous shelter. Client reported that this occurred
about a month and a half ago at SWK- Casa Blanca in San Antonio, TX. Client was admitted to Nueva Esperanza Staff Secure
7-31-14. Client reported that they had physical contact at shelter. Client reported that he and YCW
kissed on at least one occasion. Client reported that YCW purchased items such as clothing and shoes for him. Client
reported that he and the YCW would often see each other and spend time together during the outings to the church. Client
reported that he has continued to maintain contact with YCW via phone calls. Client reports that he contacts his brother in
San Antonio and that the YCW has been at the brother's home and this is how they have communicated. Client reports that
the one time that he had "physical contact" with the YCW this occurred while at the program. He reported that she was
asked to take him to the restroom and when they entered the restroom, he began kissing her. Client reports that a male
YCW walked in on them and immediately told them that he was going to have to report the incident. Client states that both
he and the YCW pleaded with the male YCW not to report the incident and stated that this would never happen again. The
incident was not reported. Client further stated that he and the YCW never engaged in sexual relations because he said
that she told him that they needed to wait until he was 18yrs.
Incident Type: Allegations of Abuse by Other UAC Sexual Abuse; Inappropriate Sexual Behavior; Sexual Assault
Facility: Crittenton LTFC
Date of the Incident: 08/28/14
UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 08/29/14
Summary of SIR:
Foster mother also states that she received a call from another foster mother where the UAC visits and the other foster
mother stated that UAC had allegedly commented on how "good looking (no esta malo, se ve bien) her husband was" to
parents who were visiting another UAC in the home. Other foster mother stated that she felt that UAC had behaved
inappropriate at the party by also breastfeeding her 21 month old without covering up and that allegedly the UAC had been
very vulgar during this visit and other visits. Foster mother stated that to maintain the boundaries and safety of the UAC the
visits were going to be minimized. Foster mother gave the 14 day notice to have the UAC and child removed from the
house, stating that she doesn't feel that she is able to help the UAC anymore.
Incident Type: Possession/Use of Drugs
Facility: Crittenton LTFC
Date of the Incident: 08/29/14
UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 08/29/14
Summary of SIR:
This youth's babysitter called this on-call social worker to report that at 7pm the youth had left to go to the local park. She
had conveyed to him that she would also be going to the park later, but no time was given to him. The babysitter showed
up at the park at around 7:10 pm (earlier than what the youth expected). As she arrived at the park, and he noticed her he
and his friend ran off. She approached the area where they were sitting at and she found an empty box of cigarettes with
ashes of Marijuana. She returned home, and looked around to see if the youth had arrived, but did not find him. She
waited for him outside, and he suddenly around 7:40 pm came out through the side drive way (pretending as if he had been
at the home the entire time). She proceeded to ask him about what had gone on at the park of which he ignored her, and
as he passed her she noticed his eyes appeared red, and he smelled like Marijuana. The youth went straight to his
bedroom. A short time later he went to the kitchen, and ate two servings of food.
Incident Type: Suspected Smuggling/Trafficking
Facility: Morrison Staff Secure
Date of the Incident: 08/29/14
UAC:
Date of the Incident Reported to ORR: 08/30/14
Summary of SIR:
reported being forced to provide services for and participate in
gang activities in
El Salvador. He
also reports being severely beaten by this gang on a regular basis when he did not comply with their orders. Minor reported
that initially he made small deliveries for the
voluntarily, but with time they began to force him to do more.
Minor reports that occasionally the
would force him to go to a gang related meetings out of the area for 2-3
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